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~~ Important to Dairy Farmers, Dairymen, 

ATT) Cheese Factory & Creamery Proprietors. 
S =@® 4 a) Theniee pare 
=e 28. ALEX. HARVEY, 

a ee ALBERT STREET (Corner of Durham Street), 
= co” = b Tl re : . f Y i, h—— Begs to intimate to the above that he has imported the most improved 

@ 1, 4 | P. Bw plant for the manufacture of all the requirements for the above. Haying 
¥ I | | Ss) <i had a long experience in this business, I am prepared to supply these 
i \\ i SS i mi goods with all the most recent-improvements; and, being a direct } MW X i | 

f), W \ os B importer, can supply same at very low prices. 

= “ail : SS : = 3 The following are a few of the specialties manufactured by me : - 
TT. SSS Cheese Factory Vats, Factory Cans, Railway Milk Cans, Creamery Vats, 

Cheese Hoops, Dairymen’s Milk Cans and Measures, Cream Cans, Milk Dishes, Strainers, Refrigerators, Butter 
Tins, Honey Tins, Honey Extractors. and every description of Tin, Iron, and Copper Work. Re y y 

Best value in Jam Tins, Honey Tins, Butter Tins, ete. 

ALEX. HARVEY, Albert Street (corner of Durham Street). 

5 P.O. Box 296. Telephone 285. 

HOPKINS, HAYR AND CO. 
' Proprietors and Publishers of Publishers of 

The AUSTRALASIAN BEE JOURNAL | The AUSTRALASIAN BEE MANUAL 

_ Manufaeturers, Dealers, and Importers of all kinds of Apiarian Appliances. Importers and 
Breeders of ITALIAN QUEENS. Honey Tinned, Labelled, Packed, and Sold on Commission (see 
cireular on back eover). Estimates furnished vf cost of fitting out any sized Apiary, and their 

laying out andertaken. 

APIARIES ATTENDED TO AND KEPT IN ORDER 
BEESWAX BOUGHT AND SOLD ON COMMISSION. 

y) AN . OFFICE @ STORE: LOWER QUEEN ST., AUCKLAND.
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YAT ES’ RELIABLE FEEDS . 

f CHOICE SEEDS FOR THE GARDEN AND FARM. 

VEGETABLE SEEDS, 64 per packet *SWEDE, YATES’ CHAMPION PURPLETOP *SWEDE, YATES’ SELECT GREENTOP 

FLOWER SEEDS (ordinary), 3d per packet “YELLOW ABERDEEN GREENTOP *YELLOW ABERDEEN PURPLETOP 

* The best strains in cultivation, Prices on application, 

+RED GLOVER (English and American) {COW GRASS (English and American) +WHITE FINEST (Dutch) ‘ALSYKE AND TIMOTHY 

+ New seeds now coming to hand. Cash prices and samples on application. 

YATES’ Reliable Vegetable Seeds may be procured from local agents in every township in the colony. 

. Nore.—/ guarantee none genuine unless in sealed packets bearing my name and address. 

ARTHUR YATES, Seedsman, Auckland. N.Z., 237 Sussex Street, Sydney, 
AND AT MANCHESTER, ENGLAND, 

a ee ee ee SS SS eee 

THE NEW ZEALAND TIMBER COMPANY, LTD. 

TIMBER.—Weather Boarding (rusticated and feather-edged), Rough and Dressed Flooring, Lining and Scantling. 

Manufacturers of every description of Joiners’ Work, Doors. Sashes, Mouldings, Turnery, Carving, &e. 

SPECIALTIES. —Seed Protectors, Hand Lights, Vineries (glazed on the new patent principle, without putty), and 

all kinds of Horticultural Implements, Hives, and Apiarian Appliances. 

BRICKWORKS at New Lynn Railway Station. Available for the supply of orders to any station on the Waikato, 
Kaipara, and Onehunga Lines. 

All Classes of Building Materials supplied with despatch and delivered into railway trckus. 

Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists free on application. Liberal discounts to cash purchasers. 

MILLS.—EAST COAST, WHANGAPOUA. 

WEST COAST, PORT ALBERT, KAIPARA. 

HEAD OFFICE, MILLS AND FACTORY, CUSTOMS STREET, AUCKLAND. 

FRANK. JAGGER, Manager. 

THE ITALIAN BEE BaGNALt Bros. & Co, 
COMPANY. 

Es MANUFACTURERS OF HIVES, 

BEE FARM AT PARRAMATTA, ae ean 
In charge of W. ABRAM. 

APIARIAN APPLIANCES, 

OFFICE, 312 GEORGE STREET, SYDNEY, 
q \ NTT 

S, MAcDONNELL, Secretary. TIMBER MERCHAN T S 

Ry cha aretiogertct tus Gowpenyy served his time | fd, AURA K IS AW ei IS 
under the late Dathe, the ce'ebrated German naturalist, and, 

till his death lately, the greatest living authority on bee 

culture. TURUA, THAMES, NEW ZEALAND, 

Before leaving his mother country, Mr Abram secured a 

number of splendid Italian Queens, which took prizes at 

various Exhibitions in Europe. In addition, the Company, 
through Messrs Newman, of Chicago (publishers of the a oh 

American Bee Journal), had several colonies of specially- 

elected Italian Bees t fi A ica, . 5 
peace: cone roan Amnon ce Price Lists sent FREE on application. 
Under the skilled care of Mr Abram, the Company has 

established the finest strains of Italians. No hybrids nor 

black bees are kept. All queens are carefully tested in every __ 

case for their worker progeny, and when time allows, for 
their queen progeny. 

Price lists Bees, Hives, ete.. ted lica- . S HELTAH dies cea A ALT N.B.+A few Foundation Ma shines on hand.
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SEASONABLE OPERATIONS FOR JULY. 
I. HOPKINS Wy - ee es «. Eprror. eeneR 

HOPKINS, HAYR & CO. In fairly strong and healthy colonies breeding will commence 
\ 4 i; after the middle of this month, and should everything be 

‘ Proprietors and Publishers, favourable, it will gradually increase until the hives are well 
aoe stocked with young and vigorous bees ready for the busy work 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION : of the coming season. As soon as breeding commences the 
Per Annum (in advance)... .. ws. 68 bees are more active carrying pollen and water necessary as 

Post Free on day of Publication. parts of the food to be given to the brood, and as this work is 
At nebo Ten iblicadon ue Wacnwes oh m very heavy during the early months of spring, it soon tells 

or are aence Cra RNOANGN BS Bustagse gomNNE upon the old bees, that have passed through the winter. 
New Zealand. : = * Their numbers quickly diminish, and unless breeding goes on 
ee = unintefruptedly so; thatyyoung, heesiarve emerging dally, togake 
PM (ine? aia wilt Tissuilotit: Hilaranee  itheplace of-those dying off, (the ooo becomes weaker 

instead of stronger just at the most critical time. A colon 
Contents. in its normal euler will have a good-sized patch or two of 
= ______ _ sealed brood about the beginning of August, which will begin 

to emerge a week or so later, and from that time forward 
EDITORIAL— there will be a steady increase of young bees, and the loss of 

“ the old ones is not noticeable. On the other hand, a weak 
Seasonable Operations for July — ... ee 3 colony will be unable to keep up the temperature of the hive 
The: New. Zealand Foul-Brood Act 4 sufficiently to commence brood rearing so early, and the con- 

‘ ve a sequence is, it gets weaker and drags spiritlessly along 
The Proposed Duty on Imported Honey +... 4 through the spring, proving worthless at the opening of the 
Pixi he Selling Pri tH 4 honey season. Warmth and food are the two chief requisites 
pee Choe Hine Batces ot Heney. oo. ee for breeding, and the person who desires to be a successful 

Painful Effects from Bee Stings a .. 5 beekeeper should see that neither are wanting in the hives 
‘, . ~ during the winter and spring/ months. 

The New Customs Tariff... od che”: The hives should not be disturbed this month except to 
New Zealand Beekeepers’ Association... .. 6 examine the mats oeranonally, as advised last months An 

Si ee ees extra mat might be put on if necessary, or in cases where a 
Ventilation of Hives. By T. J. Mulvany +» 6 colony has dwindled vey much the we may be contracted, 
Jottings. By Lamh Dearg Erin \ ...§ but nothing more should be done than is absolutely nzcessary. 

rh b £ i Eucalypti and acacia trees are now in blossom, and those 
Victorian Experiences. By Chas. Fullwood ... 9 who are fortunate enough to have some of them growing near 
Bee Gossip. By O. Poole... fs .. 9 their apiary will feel the benefit of them. Planting can 

still be continued, and some of the hardier kinds of honey 
CORRESPONDENCE— plant seeds may be sown in a warm sheltered spot. Timber 

for hive making should now be getting well seasoned and 
New Subscribers to the Journal 1% «. 11 ready for using. Those who get their hives and material 
Beat copine tor Pi ul from the manufacturers should decide within the next month 

Hep ere tt EP eabure) vi ee ee or so upon what they mean to do ‘next season, and send their 
Notes from New South Wales ae v.11 orders in early. 

THE HONEY MARKET. 

REPORTS— The bulk of the honey raised last season has now been 
‘ placed. Some sold in the early part of the autumn when 

From Kent Apiary, New South Wales -» 12 — fruit was pientiful did not fetch more than the prices ruling 
for the past year or two ; but those who held have realised a 

QUERIES AND REPLIES— considerable advance on those prices. - The odd floating lots 
that have reached the Auckland market are now nearly cleared 

Bees Building Comb over Wire Ea +» 12 — off, when there will be nothing left but the best in proper 
Breaking Combs in Extractor g ‘trade packages, which should bring a fair price. There is not 

ae i much moving off just yet, but 10s. per dozen may be con- 
To Our Subscribers a at i ... 1g. sidered the price for 2lb. tins of good clover honey at present. 

No doubt the duty of 2d. pode ey imported honey, now in 
; force, will have the effect of checking importations of the 

EXTRACTS FROM FOREIGN JOURNALS, Erc.— foreign article, and stimulating Teer prsiachcnt At all 
The Drone ... ae 2 1g events, we need not fear of having our markets flooded with 

: 3 i spurious honey of foreign manufacture. We must not, how- 
Effects of Stings... Re fed «+ 14 _ ever, suppose that we shall be able to demand big prices, for
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if we tried to do so, the demand. would fall off at once.’ We THE PROPOSED DUTY ON IMPORTED 
must not look for more than a fair payable'price. What we HONEY. 
consider a fair payable price for good extracted honey is Ios. 
per dozen 2Ib. tins, or about Bea. per Ib. in 60lb. tins, and i, ee f 
it should never be less. We are, of course, now speaking of THOUGH we incline very much to free trade prin- 
good table honey; exceptionally good should be worth 11s. ciples, we believe there are times and circumstances 
per dozen, and 4d. in bulk. Bush or mixed honey should when one may depart from them without being 
never be put up for table use ; for manufacturing purposes it e 5 ‘ 3 
should be worth about 234d. per pound. If these prices considered inconsistent. The action of the New 
could be steadily maintained, neither beekeepers nor con- Zealand Beekeepers’ Association, in taking steps to 
sumers would have cause to complain, and we are certain the get a duty placed upon imported honey, we quite 
industry would progress much more satisfactorily than it has agree with—not so much for protective purposes 
done for the past four years. There is, without dcubt, a toehahls: our heakteépers foe t sth 4 
much brighter outlook for beekeeping than there has been for pers ompete with pure 
a long time back, and it is to be hoped that our beekee; ers honey of foreign production, for we scarcely think 
will see in what has already been accomplished by the New they need this, but to check cr to prevent the 
Zealand Beekeepers’ Association the advantages of co- importation of cheap spurious honey. We know 
operation, and decide to give it their earnest support. Ghat in otimes~past oa ereab deal ott ee 

Ahoy honey ;has been sert to our colonial markets from 
THE N.Z. FOUL BROOD ACT America, and that a leading English trade journal 

n i recommended the sending of “manufactured honey” 
atiica ity to Australasia ; and though of late, owing to the 

‘Tue Executive Committee of the New Zealand increased local production of honey and its cheap- 
Beekeepers’ Association have reason to congratulate ness, there may have been but little demand for the 
themselves upon the evident desire on the part of ee article as now made, still in these days of 
Hienmbjority ofiNew! Zealend beckespersttoirendér chemical scienaeiwe cannes tell what to-morrow 

ail : : : may bring forth in the way of cheap. substitutes. 
them aid in their work of dealing with the foul- Jp fair competition our industry would have little 
brood question, as shown by the large number of to fear; but if we are not protected against fraud, 
signatures appended to the petitions. Four we may be at the mercy of unscrupulous dealers 

hundred and seventy signatures were forwarded to 2% any time. As we have no system of protection 
Be ean eng never hesn ta dey asians against the introduction into the colony of adulte- : 

pea? 3 » rated articles, the best thing that can be done is to 
making altogether 490. Now, as the signers make the cost of introducing them too heavy to be 
knew that an Act was being drafted by the Com- profitable. 
mittee for presenting to Parliament, and that the In this instance consumers will not suffer, as the 

petition was merely to strengthen their hands in competition between our beekeepers will be sufli- 
getting it passed, it speaks well for the confidence Clent to keep the prices within reasonable limits 
placed in the Committee, that the Act would while the former will not run the risk of being 

be in every way a fair and impartial one, that so imposed upon. 
many have given their support. The Committee pipe otek tg 
fully appreciate the honour, and have only the one 
desire—to do everything possible to promote the FIXING ST HE SS ELEING Cea 
general welfare of the beekeeping industry. The HONEY. 
Committee have only had one objection to signing oe 
or getting signatures to the petition sent them, and IN an article on co-operation in the May number 
this, we are sorry to say, came from a quarter of the Journal of the National Association of 
that we least expected any opposition from. For Queensland, the editor of the Apiary Department, 
though there may be a difference of opinion as to Mr. J. Cribb, favours the idea of fixing the selling 
the best ste).s to take to rid ourselves uf a direful prices of the different grades of honey, and suggests 
pest, there can be none as to the necessity of doing the advisability of the Queensland Beekeepers’ 
something that may be beneficial, especially when Association adopting the plan. Now, the plan 
that something is what the great majority of us was tried here by the former New Zealand Bee- 
approve of. However, we hope those who have keepers’ Association some four years ago, and 
not helped the cause may never be troubled with proved a complete failure, and our object is to warn 
diseased bees; if they are, they will, no doubt, our Queensland friends of what they may expect 
change their opinion. should they adopt the suggestion. Perhaps a brief 

As will be seen by Mr. Lawry’s letter in another outline of the course pursued here, and the result, 
column, he anticipates no difficulty in the passing will be the best way of explaining the matter. 
of the Act, and at the time of his writing, the For the fiest three or four years after the intro- 
second reading was set down for the 14th of June, duction of improved apiculture, honey sold at good 
but up to the present time of writing (the 18th), prices in Auckland. ‘The retail prices were for ex- 
we have seen nothing about it in the press. No tracted, from 9d to 10d per lb., and for comb 
doubt it has heen delayed throngh the taviff debate. honey in sections, 1s. With increased production 
We have received a printed copy from Wellington, the prices rapidly fell to about one-half the above 
and find it almost word for word with the draft rates, Now those who had enjoyed the top prices 
sent by the Association. Should it not be altered had evidently been looking forward to an uninter- 
much in Committee, and we get permissionin time, rupted prosperity, at least for a number of seasons, 
we shall publish it in this issue 2 so that when prices came down so quickly, instead of
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attributing it to the true cause—increased produc- circumstances and described the symptoms we 
tion—they blamed the ‘ middle man’ as the guilty advised giving the patient as quickly as possible 
party. Much dissatisfaction was expressed at the a strong stimulant in the shape of half a tumbler 
Association's weetings, and it was at last decided of neat brandy or whisky, and, if necessary, 
to fix the selling prices at what was then con- to repeat the dose after a short interval. We 
sidered fairly payable rates. Section honey was assured Mr. Hooker that this. treatment had 
not to be sold for less than 10d retail, and extracted been found to answer well in similar cases, and it 

at 15s per dozen 2lb. tins, or 8s. per dozen: 1lb. was one that we should unhesitatingly adopt 
Ten per-cent. was to be allowed on whvlesale orders. ourselves. 
Up to this time the secretary of the Association Mr. Hooker drove home as quickly as possible, 
had been selling most of the members’ honey at the and gave his son about three parts of a small 
Association’s dept, and had worked upavery good tumbler of brandy, which acted favourably at 
trade, but directly prices were fixed the whole of once, and he felt much better. About half-an-hour 
the grocers boycotted the depét, and in a very after, however, distressing symptoms again set. in ; 
short time, they succeeded in buying direct from this time he turned cold, while a clammy perspira- 
non-members all the honey they required, tion flowed from his body; he became almost 
the members’ honey was now lying as deal powerless, his flesh turned blue, and he had great 
stock at the depot; but the committee, with difficulty in breathing, A drink of water was given “ 
a determination not to be outdone if they to him at this time, and shortly after he gradually 
could help it, employed hawkers to take the came round. The next morning he was much 
honey from -house to house, This, however, did better, but his throat was very much affected; it, 
not answer, as the grocers could undersell them, however, gradually assumed its normal condition. 
and the whole scheme collapsed, but not before a It may be as well to mention that Mr. F. 
deal of harm had been done to the industry and Hooker is about 35 years of age, and we believe they 
the Asscciation, were not the first stings he had received. The 

The prices of honey must be governed, like those brandy had no effect upon him whatever so far as 
of everything else, by the supply and demand, and _ intoxication is concerned, though he took as much 
any attempt to bolster them up will result in as would at ordinary times have made him 
failure. Let the Queensland Beekeepers’ Associa- thoroughly intoxicated, particularly because he is 
tion encourage the vroper grading of honey for almost a total abstainer. Mr. Hooker, we think, 
market, and induce its members and others to put came quite near enough to death during the re- 
it up in the best marketable form. Let it encour- lapse, but we feel convinced that had another dise 
age the use of honey by distributing pamphlets of brandy been administered before it came on, he 
among the general public similar to those issued would not have felt any further inconvenience 
here, or by other means, but don’t attempt to tam- beyond, perhaps, some irritation of the bronchial 
per with the prices. tubes for a short time. The bee sting poison is 

very quick in its action, causing in some cases 
utter prostration, and in such as that described, a 

PAINFUL EFFECTS FROM BEE STINGS strong stimulant is the best thing to prevent 
regs Retse: collapse. 

, f - Mr. Hooker; learning that there is an account of 
Som short time since Mr. F. Hooker, son of Mr.  q similar experience described in the British Bee 
S. Hooker, member of the Executive Committee of — Jowrnal for 1885, page 235, wishes us to publish it, 
the New Zealand Beekeepers’ Association, while on together with the editor’s remarks, for the benefit 

ne 4 i of others. We gladly do so in another column, 
a visit to his brother in one of the suburbs of 

Auckland, amused himself assisting in the manipu- THE NEW CUSTOMS TARIFF 

lation of his brother's bees, Mr. 8. Hooker also 2 i 

being present. The day being cloudy and dull, 4 GogresponDENT writes :— 

the bees were very irritable, and Mr. F. Hooker “Have you noticed that in the new tariff there is no 
received rather suddenly two or three stings about duty on foreign honey? There is a duty on glucose 

F : 7 double what it was previously. Under these cireum- 
his head, but thought very little of it at the time. stances the foreigner has the advantage, and we shall 

In a few minutes, however, serious symptoms of aeRO LSE Laval besides te Bean agi 

blood poisoning Shite He experienced Ph fiery We are aware that honey had been left out of 
heat throughout his body and broke ont in an the new tariff, and if our correspondent will turn 
irritating rash from head to feet. Sc intense was to the proceedings of the NZB.K.A, in this 
the feeling of heat that he.took off his shirt and issue, he will see the steps we took immediately 
requested his brother to throw cold water over him, the tariff was published, and the letter it drew 
which, fortunately, was not done. Theslatter and from our President. Since then the telegrams 
Mr. S. Hooker now became alarmed, and decided have announced the fact that 2d, per lb. has been 
to call in the nearest doctor, but suddenly thought imposed upon imported honey, The extra duty 
that we would probably know the best treatment on glucose is all in our favour, particularly as it 
in such a case; so, instead of going to a doctor, was this stuff that we had most to fear owing to 
called upon us. After Mr. S. Hooker related the its cheapness.
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NEW ZEALAND BEEKEEPERS’ marketing honey be discussed, with the view of 
h ASSOCIATION. arriving at the best and most economical means of 

ihe hd packing and placing members’ honey on the market 
THE regular monthly meeting of the Executive for sale,’ and he would prepare a short paper on the 
Committee was held at Hopkins, Hayr and Co.’s subject. : 
office on Friday, June Ist, at 7.30 p.m.; Mr. O. The usual vote of thanks concluded the meetirg. 

Poole, vice-president, in the chair. The routine ee 
business having been disposed of, the sub-Com- 

mittee appointed to inquire into the matter of VENTILATION OF HIVES. 
railway freights on honey and bee material re- oe 
ported that they had gone into the question, but By T. J. Mutvany. 
desired an extension of time, and would be prepared (Conclusion. ) 

to give in a full report at the next monthly THE calculation about the changing of the air in 
meeting. An extension of time was granted. a hive owing to difference of inner and outer 

The Secretary stated that the majority of the temperature, as given in No. 10 of this Journal 
foul-brood petition sheets had been sent in, andthe (p. 150), seems to me to be also based upon 
number of signatures attached thereto was 470. assumptions which are incorrect. In the first place, 
He (the secretary) had forwarded the petition, the conditions of a Langstroth hive, whether of 
together with the resolution passed at the last one or more stories, with very small openings 
meeting ve the advisability of putting a duty of 2d. both below and above, differ so entirely from those 
per lb, on imported honey, to their president, Mr. of a heated chimney, with an open fire-place below 
Lawry, M.H.R., at Wellington. When the new and a free opening at top, as to forbid the ap- 
tariff was published, the secretary seeing that honey plication in the one case of formule which may be 
was not among the dutiable goods, at once tele- quite correct when used for the other. It is true 
graphed to the president of the Association drawing that the writer makes a considerable allowance to 
his attention to the matter, and he (the secretary) compensate for retarding causes in the case of the 
had since received a letter in reply, which he hive; the paper says it is assumed that these 
would now read :— “may diminish the theoretical rate (of velocity) 
DEAR $1r,—I have just received your telegram ve the by some 200 per cent.” I take for granted that 

omission to place an impost duty on imported honey. Ihave this must be a misprint, probably for 20 per cent., 
ed es Sah though, as far as I can follow the calculation for 
rectify the error, and I have reason to believe that he wit the table, the allowance made seems to be nearer 
succeed in doing what we require. to 40 per cent. ; but in any case such an allowance 

Re the Foul Brood Bill, 1 think it will pass, as Ihave been must be quite arbitrary, and the truth may lie as 
oe an large ae ne plaka I es a ape near 95 as 5 per cent, so that the result of the 

Ww! er 1 vr MASS EXACT! in its present form. uu do ni * . 

ESuieheatans tcioned cieeudnmnde especially poteaeeat caleulation can be nothing better than a rough 
applies to the general principles of the measure, which is one guess. Secondly, the inner temperature of the 

- calculated to suppress the disease, if, indeed, not to eradicate hive is assumed to be pretty constant at 85°; but 
Pee vate bill is now in Hee has of es Pas in point of fact it varies, without any fatal effect 

secon readin: S ne nh Inst., when > 3 the seed comes oon the 1a at whem oF 9 the bees oF brood, from below 80° up to 110" or 
the serious drawback it is to the beekeeping industry inthis even 120°. Thirdly, the calculation appears to be 
colony.—Yours truly, F. Lawky.—Wellington, May 30,. applied to the hives as if they were quite open 
1888. above the mat, whereas the limits of the upward 

The Committee expressed their satisfaction with openings for ventilation in hives, as now generally 
the way matters were progressing, and it was constructed, are not to be found in the interstices 
resolved that a hearty vote of thanks be tendered of the mat material, whether they amount to one 
to Mr, Lawry and to all those who had obtained or to six square inches as assumed in the table 
signatures to the petitions. (p. 150), but in the two round holes of fin. diameter 

On the motion of Mr. Poole, seconded by Mr. each, in the ends of the wooden cover, which when 
Hooker, it was resolved, and the secretary was covered by perforated zine, if not further artificially 
instructed, to obtain the two volumes of Mr. contracted, offer a clear opening equivalent to less 
Cheshire’s late work, ‘Bees and Beekeeping,’ to than halfa square inch. From this cause alone T 
form the nucleus of a reference library for the should say that even if the formula for the caleula- 

Association. tion were in other respects strictly correct, the 
Mr. Herbert’s offer to microscopically examine results under column A would require to be re- 

suspected diseased bees and combs, and adulterated duced to one-twelfth, and thuse under column D 
honey sent to the Association for that purpose, to one-half, at the least. 
was then discussed, when a cordial vote of thanks At p. 168 (No, 11 of the Jowrnal) J. R. M. 
was unanimously passed to Mr. Herbert for his comes to the following conclusions :—“ Now, a 
genercus offer. Mr. Herbert also promised to well-known writer has pointed out that the whole 
present to the Association a cabinet for keeping air inside a hive has to be changed at least every 
specimens of bees, combs, honey, and anything else half-hour when the temperature inside is 41° Fahr., 
in that might be desirable, as a sort of apiarian and when the’ bees are most quiescent. In a 
museum, temperature of 84° and upwards, it would be well 

Mr. Poole gave notice that he would move at the to change it every half-minute.” 
next monthly meeting, ‘That the whole matter of The writer referred to in the first part of the
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paragraph is, I presume, Mr F. Cheshire, who, in whether this is so necessary as was supposed.” 
the second volume of his ‘Bees and Beekeeping.” However, he concludes by saying, “I prefer slow 
has given an interesting calculation of the quantity upward ventilation.” It is at all events evident 
of fresh air required for a colony of bees when that there is still much difference of opinion on 
hybernating in a cold climate. It being imprac- this subject. Even the question of the best 
ticable to actually measure the quantity of air temperature for bee cellars is by no means quite 
respired by a certain number of bees and under settled. Mr A. ©. Tyrrell, in the March number 
certain cireumstances, Mr Cheshire has endeavoured of the American Apiculturist, gives his experience 
to arrive at it in a very ingenious way by ascertain- of careful experiments made in three successive 
ing the quantity of honey consumed in a given winters, with the result that he finds a constant 
time, and calculating therefrom the amount of temperature of 41° to 50° much too high, “that 
carbon requiring to be oxvdised, the bulk of from 32° to 38° is the proper temperature of a 
carbonic acid gas produced, and, ultimately, the cellar or cave,” and that he does not fear for the 
quantity of fresh air necessary to dilute that safety of his bees if it drops occasionally to 28°, 
quantity of carbonic acid so as to render it He finds also, by actual observation with “a 
innocuous for the bees. In this way he arrives at thermometer jaid lengthwise on top of the brood 
the conclusion that the air in the hive may require frames (not among the cluster ),” that when the 
to be changed once every half-hour under the most temperature of the cellar was 32°, that in the hive 
favourable circumstances for hybernating in a was 78°, or 46° higher. But howaver interesting 
cellar, where the air (of the cellar, not that inside this question of wintering in cellars may be, it is of 
the hive, as above stated) is kept at an uniform no practical importance here in New Zealand, at 
temperature of 41°. He assumes the temperature least in the North Island, where our bees cannot 
in the hive'to be kept up by the bees to be 65° at be said to hybernate at all, though they may some- 
least, within their cluster. There are, necessarily, times be confined to their hives for two or three 
so many arbitrary assumptions in this case, that days at a time, during heavy rains or high winds, 
the calculation cannot possibly lay claim to any- but where the mean temperature in the colde-t 
thing like strict accuracy. It may be as nearly months of the year is seldom below 50°, and the 
correct to say that the air should be changed once minimum seldom below 40°, and when the bees 
every hour; indeed that would be the result if Mr can and do work well and gather both honey and 
Cheshire had assumed, as he tells us he did in a pollen on every sunny day of the winter montlis. 
former work of his, that 10 per vent. of carbonic As to the second conclusion come to by J.R M. 
acid might be allowed in the volume of air, but he in the paragraph above quoted, that in a tempera- 
now assumes that 5 per cent. is a safer assumption. ture of 85° and upwards it would be well to change 
In the case he had in view it would also appear the air in the hive every halftninute, T do not 
that no upward ventilation of the hive was pro- consider, for the reasons already given, that it has 
vided for at all, but that it was left to the bees to been at all proved, and I cannot conceive how it 
effect the necessary change of air through the should be desirable under any circumstances. 

entrance opening. This seems to be the rule with The temperature of 85° and upwards is taken to 
most apiarists who winter their bees in cellars, or he “the usual state of things under the direct 
in chaff hives in the open. Mr Root in his action of the sun's rays, that is, not in the shade,” 
“A BO. of Bee Culture,” says:—“<The most but I think it is an error to take’ the reading of 
prosperous colony T ever owned was one that was the thermometer in the sun as indicating the 

so completely enveloped in chaff that they sent a temperature of the free air. Surely the reading in 
stream of warm air out of their hives during frosty the shade is the correct guide, while that in the 
nights in March strong enough to melt the frost sun is only varied by the direct rays of the sun 
about one side of the entrance.” Mr Cheshire also agting upon the mercury as they do upon all solid 

says in his vol. ii., p. 530 :-—“ Very strong colonies, surfaces directly opposed to them. During one 
if visited at an early hour on chilly spring morn- summer, some few years ago, I registered daily the 
ings, will be pouring out a stream of condensed readings of two thermometers placed in our apiary, 
vapour—popularly steam—while the water from it one in the sun and the other in the shade, 
will continue to drip from the alighting board, and and found that whenever the former showed a 
if a lighted candle be placed in the outcast of air, heat exceeding 85’, anil up to 105° (the highest 
it will be at once extinguished.” reading in the suin observed), the latter showed 

Now, I think it may very fairly he questioned only 70° to 82°, or differences varying from 15° to 
whether this state of things indicates that the 23°, the thermometers being within a few feet of 
ventilation of the hive is properly cared for, or each other. I conclude then that the outer air 
whether it would not be better to provide for such was not warmer at any time during that period 
an upward Jeakage of ventilation as would carry than 82°, and generally not above 70° at midday, 
off the carbonic acid and watery vapours along and that therefore the temperature of the outer air 
with the over-heated air, by slow degrees, just as in this locality cannot be expected at »ny time to 
they are formed, and without producing such a be higher than that in the interior of a working 
current through the hive as would iajuriously hive. If it should be so, the result could only be 
affect the temperature. Mr Cheshire says that in that the air within the hive, being heavier than 
former years he strongly advocated “that ventila- that outside, would flow out through the entrance 
tion should be allowed through the top cover; at the floor board, and he replaced by fresh air; 
further developments have made it doubtful there would then be the same temperature both
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‘ 
within and without until the bees should raise the wanted. I am still of the same opinion; but if it 

inner temperature, when it would again equalise can be proved desirable to adopt the one system 

itself by reason of the warmer air rising, and in summer and the other in winter it cap be easily 

passing out through the upper ventilation holes, if done by merely providing new floor boards of such 

any such were provided ; but in no case could a dimensions that the hives may be turned at 

lower temperature be retained within the hive than pleasure so as to present the long or the short side 

that of the outer free air, whether there were an to the sunken entrance space in the floor board. 

upward ventilation provided or not. With these few remarks I wish to be understood, 

T assume therefore that, in point of fact, the not as putting forward any fixed views of my own, 

temperature in a working hive, in good condition, but merely endeavouring to show how desirable it 

is always higher than that of the outer air, even in is to excite inquiry, and seek to obtain reliable 

our warmest summer days; and I believe that. observations of facts as a groundwork for the 

slow upward ventilation will always take place in formation of any correct theory of hive ventila- 

such circumstances, with the Langstroth hives as tion. 

usel here, sufficient to carry off the vitiated air |The proper ventilation of hives is a matter of 

according as it is formed, and notwithstanding very great importance, and one worthy the study 
that a thermometer placed in the sun’s direct rays of those who have a knowledge of the principles 

may read even so high as 105° or something more. of ventilation sufficient to guide them, and leisure 

The question appears to be, how far that upward to pursue the necessary investigations. At present 
yentilation may require to be increased, under we lack that scientific knowledge of the matter 

certain circumstances, in order to obtain the most that we should have, and, as Mr. Mulvany says, 

desirable degree of inner temperature? AsI have we are guided by the “rule of thumb.” We must 
said, I cannct conceive that it is ever desirable to admit, however, that for all practical purposes the 

change all the air in the hive every half-minute, or rules laid down in most modern bee books, which 

in anything at all approaching that rate; but Lam are the outcome of practical experience, are not far 

not prepared positively to deny it, and with the wrong, when mischief arises it is through the non- 
limited information at present at command I don’t observance of them. It would certainly be an 

know that even the most experienced apiarists can improvement to have some arrangement by which 

decide the question authoritatively. the ventilation could be regulated automatically, 

Neither will I venture to assert that there would but we doubt whether it would prove to be any 

be no advantage, in this climate, in the use of more useful than the present system, except to 

double-walled hives with cork packing; but Iam careful beekeepers, as the careless among us would 
strongly inclined to think so, and to believe allow the arrangement to get out of order and 

that well - constructed hives of seven - eighth remain so. However, the interesting articles on 

inch wood are sufficiently non-conductive both the subject by “ J.R.M.” and T. J. Mulvany, 

for our winter cold, and for the direct treated as it is from a scientific point of view, 

heat of the sun in summer, especially as cannot fail to draw attention to the matter, and 

regards the latter, when they are well painted in induce those who read them to give the subject the 

white. I have not made any observations to consideration it deserves.—Ep. | 
ascertain how far the direct heat of the sun affects die : 

the interior temperature in summer; but I have 
done so on a bright sunny day in the midst of JOTTINGS. 
winter, and found, for instance, when the readings faa 
of the thermometers were 84° in the sun and 56° By Lanm Drang Eris. 
in the shade at midday, another thermometer Iw the last number of the Jovrnal I note an ear- 

placed over the mat and under the cover of a hive nest appeal to the beekeeping fraternity by Mr. O. 

fully exposed to the sun, and containing a strong Poole, and also our worthy editor, to keep this 

colony of bees, registered 65°, being 9° more than journal going. It has been uphill work on his 

the outer shade temperature, and 19° less than part to keep alive an interest in apiculture, and all 

that in the sun; and that at sunset and again credit isdue to him and to those who have done 

at near midnight, when the outer temperature had their best to assist him; still we want more 

fallen to 40° and 34° respectively, the thermometer members, and a little canvassing by every sub- 

in the cover of the hive showed 64° and 54°, or  scriber to this journal, to add another to the list, 

only 1° and 11° respectively less than at midday. will, 1 am sure, meet with success. If we want to 

I think this shows that the cover of the hive was keep the Jowrnal alive we must individually look 

sufficiently non-conductive for practical purposes. up fresh subscribers. It is bad enough to haye all 

The question whether there would be any the hard work and trouble in editing and publish- 

advantage in adopting the mode of hanging the ing, but it is still harder times to run the Journal 

frames transversely to the entrance of the hive at a loss. No beekeeper can deny that it has 

(which the Germans call the “ warm system), was done good work in furthering the interests of bee- 

discussed in the Vew Zealand and Australasian keeping, besides being the means of disseminating 

Bee Journal in January, 1884. I then expressed valuable information ; and, in my humble opinion, 

the opinion (having tried both systems) that the the recipes given for the eradication and treatment 

longitudinal, or Langstroth mode, was rather for fonl-brood alone are worth a year’s subscription 

preferable here, as aiding a better ventilation in to any beekeeper. To the member of the Execu- 

‘ummer and swarming time when it is most tive Committee of the New Zealand Beekeepers’
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Association who has come forward and offered his great bulk of the so-called honey being offered in 
services gratuitously for the examination of foul- the Melbourne shops, is perfectly innocent of any 
brood and adulteration of honey, etc,, I beg to beehive: no bee ever had the handling of it. The 
tender my warmest thanks, and I shall eagerly look sample was a most sickly, unpleasant compound, 
forward to seeing the result of his examinations in sticky, and leaving a peculiar taste in the mouth, 
the Jowrnal. I know well what these examinations ‘he flavour intended to imitate orange-blossom 
mean, the hours of patient care and delicate man- honey. 
ipulation that investigations of this kind will This and other abominable compounds, and 
entail, and a generous offer like this, will indeed be honey reduced by the addition of common sugar 
fully appreciated by all intelligent beekeepers. and water by some, I learn most cf the bee- 
The Secretary, too, is not behindhand, as Isee he keepers about here, who put their honey on the 
is in direct communication with Mr. Frank market, thus adulterate in order to keep it from 
Cheshire, so if foul-brood does not ‘back down’ becoming too thick to run out of the bottle. This 
after this it won’t be the fault of the Association. is the stuff put up in bottles, 14lbs., labelled and 

[Our friend L.D.E. has given practical proof of sold at 9s. per dozen to a cute, discerning Mel- 
his earnest desire to assist the Jowrnal outside of bourne public for pure honey. 
his pleasant contributions by sending on three The Association is taking steps to expose and 
subscriptions for the ensuing volume, for which we prevent this fraud upon the purchaser and libel 
express our gratitude. —ED. | on our little friends. ; 3 

The honest beekeeper is thus handicapped, and 
MTL aaoT) Omnt a dislike to honey is produced by such dishonest 

practices. 
VICTORIAN EXPERIENCES. We hope to see large exhibits at the Exhibition 

an of Appliances and Honey from the sister colonies: 
By ©. Fuunwoop. The Association will assist intending exhibitors. 

My experiences in this locality (Hawthorn) have Arrangements have been made by the President so 
not come up to my anticipations, so far. But that live bees may be exhibited. 
hearing all around that the past season was any- So mnch for the present. Bees are put up snug 
thing but a good one for the beekeeper, I am for winter. 
content to wait for the better one, and be thankful [Your Beekeepers’ Association should lose no 
for whatever has been realised. time in satisfying itself and the public with regard 

I trebled my number of colonies, although one to the genuineness or otherwise of the various 
swarm absconded, one colony vanished unseen, suspected brands of honey sold in your markets. 
and one succumbed to disease. Merely trebling If it is correct that beekeepers are mixing sugar 
colonies is of very little moment unless it puts one syrup with their honey to keep the latter in a thin 
in a better position for another season. I am not state, they have adopted what will prove in a very 
sure that in my case it is so to any great extent, short time a suicidal policy. Such practices will 
excepting that all my queens are young and eventually destroy the honey trade, and your 
vigorous instead of old and effeminate. Association should do all in its power to stop them, 

Last season I had three imported queens. They The public we know look upon granulated honey 
are all superseded, and I now have their daughters, with suspicion, till they are educated in the matter. 
whose progeny are a motley crew, of varying This was the case in Auckland, but now people do 
tempers and qualities. Some of them will doubt- not care to purchase honey in a liquid form, think- 
less do good work next spring, unless the scourge it may be adulterated.—Ep. | 
foul-brood despoils them. But some of these : 
hybrids are about as unprofitable stock it is 
possible to hold, and it a to be almost BEE GOSSIP. ‘ 
impossible to secure pure impregnation about here. OD_Od 
I will need to obtain new blood from some source By 0. Poots, 

_ hext season in order to have a fair show ot yellow Korrs’s New Comp Founpation.-—Koerb’s new 
jackets in my yard, comb foundation, mentioned by me in a former 

I extracted about 100lbs. of honey at end of communication, and of which so much was antici- 
last season, and certainly as fine a sample as could pated, has turned out to be quite a useless affair. 
be wished for, coming nearer to the Matamata It is merely, says the American Bee Jowrnal, comb 
“Tower” brand than any I had before extracted. foundation made on glass, wood, tin, cardboard, or 
I believe the greater proportion of it was from other material, with the impression of the cells in 
clover. If I could ensure only a moderate income wax on one side, the other being left smooth. 
of such honey during the season, I would be fully The intention is to have the cells of double length, 
satisfied. There would not be any difficulty in the midrib or foundation being at one side. As 
disposing of it at good prices, the editor points out, it is undesirable to have 

At the last meeting of the Victorian Beekeepers’ longer cells, because of the slower ripening of the 
Association, a sample of the honey (?) that is now honey, and the consequent hindrance to the bees. 
occupying the market, and labelled “ Pure Garden * ‘ : 
Honey ” (?) was put on the table for the beemen ArtiriciaL Comp v. Comp FounpaTion.—The 
to pass their opinion upon, The conclusion arrived editor also complains that some periodicals have 
at was that not only the sample before us, but the been injudicious enough to announce it as a new
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Artificial Comb instead of Comb Foundation, thus record the death of Mrs. E. S, Tupper, at one time 
giving some coleur to the celebrated “Wiley lie.” ‘a great American authority on bees. Of late years 
I fear that 1 must plead guilty, but it was a slip of the deceased lady had been suffering from mental 
the pen that the word “foundation” was omitted aberration, brought on, it is said, by pecuniary 
after “comb” in my last communication on this difficulties. To her is attributed the axiom, “ Bees 
subject. do nothing invariably.” 

* * * * * * 

Tue Winey Lin.—It has always been a matter Cop Liver Om anp Honry.—For the benefit 
of astonishment to me how any person with a grain of any of your readers who may have to take this 
of common sense could swallow the absurd state- nauseous medicine, I clip the following from the 
ment promulgated by Professor Wiley in America American Bee Jowrnal:—* Take one-half pound 
some years ago, viz., “That honey comb, after each of cod-liver oil and extracted honey, add the 
being manufactured, filled with glucose and sealed juice of two lemons, and shake it until it is 
over, all by human skill, so nicely done as to escape thoroughly mixed. It will be found a pleasant as 
detection, is largely sold as genuine bees’ honey, well as a beneficial medicine.” It may be explained 
when the bees have had nothing to do with the that the oil and honey will not mix without the 
whole process.” addition of some acid, hence the lemon juice. 

* * * * %* a 

Coming from a scientific man, the statement was Honry For Home.—The value. of the honey 
generally believed by the public, and incalculable imported from the United States of America during 
harm was done to the honey trade in America,and the year 1886 into Great Britain amounted to 
the fable is still believed by many persons. On £27,107. How much longer are New Zealand 
the professor being called to account, he excused beekeepers going to look quietly on, whilst another 
himself by saying that he meant it only as a nation is monopolising this legitimate trade ? 
“scientific pleasantry,” amusing, no doubt, to him- * #1 i 
self, but decidedly unpleasant for the unfortunate Tur Honny Marxer.——I notice with much 
beekeepers with tons of comb honey on hand. pleasure a rise in the price of first-class honey in 

Pe mh ae the Auckland market. Now, I think this is 
The circulation of this falsehood has done and is entirely to be attributed to the publication ot the «. 

doing so much harm to American beekeepers, not- honey pamphlet by the New Zealand Beekeepers’ 
withstanding the efforts of the various bee journals Association and through the influence of this 
to refute it, that in the April number of Gleanings Journal. Now, in a case of this kind it is not only 
Mr, Root made the following offer:—‘“I will pay the subscribers to the Jowrnal and the members of 
$1,000 dollars in cash to any person who will tell the Association who are benefited, but the whole of 
where comb honey is manufactured by machinery, the beekeepers in New Zealand, all of whom, if they 
or I will pay the same sum to any one who will want to see the honey industry take its proper 
find manufactured comb honey on the market for place in the commercial world, will not hesitate a 
sale.” Mr. Root, your dollars are safe. moment in joining the Association and becoming 

* * * subscribers to the Jowrnal. 

Hivine Swarms.—Mr. C. W. Hellams, in the is * : 
American Bee Jowrnal, describes a novel way of We should not in any case allow the committee 
hivingswarms. Being in his 78th year, and getting to become hampered and circumscribed in their 
too old to climb trees after swarms, he adopted last work from the want of funds ; if beekeepers would 
season the following plan, which ke thus describes: only turn up and become members, giving us 
—‘TI planted a pole in about the centre of the bee an income cf something like £40 or £50 per 
yard about 50 feet high, with a tackle block at the annum, I think they would soon find the honey 
top of it, and a cord to reach to the ground. trade to be a vastly more payable concern than it 
When the bees began to come out to swarm, I ran is at the present time. 
the hiving box up as high as most of the bees were i . “ 
flying, keeping the box moving slowly up and A Mops, Bree Farm AnpD’ Irs Economic 
down a few feet, and often by the time the bees MANAGEMEN?T.—I have just had the pleasure of 
were half out of the hive they would begin to reading the above highly interesting book, by Mr. 

. gather in the hiving box. As soon as they were Samuel Simmins, of England. It is highly inter- 
settled I lowered them carefully, and took them to esting, and deserves a place on the shelf of every 
the hive already prepared for them.” Ina large beekeeper. TI hope to be able to notice it at 
apiary I should imagine that several poles would greater length in your next issue. 
be necessary. te ie e 

ce E He Two-Ounce Srcrionsi—Mr. W. Harmen, of 
SPANISH BEE JOURNAL.—Apiculture seems to Mainstee, Mich., has devised a plan whereby a 

be progressing with great rapidity in every quarter Langstroth frame may be filled with forty two- 
of the globe, and a new journal (the first of its ounce sections made of shavings or veneer. The 
kind) has just been published in Spain. It whole process is described in Gleanings for April 
consists of eight pages only, and is entitled the last. I trust you will be able to reproduce the 
Apicultural Review. article and illustrations before the coming season 

% a iy sets in, as T consider the idea a very good one. Mr. 
DratH ov Mrs. Tuppur.—tI regret to have to Harmen sells these small sections when filled at
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five cents each, or ls. 8d. per lb. He says they BEEKEEPING FOR PLEASURE. 

are readily, bought by children instead of Byreos TO THE EDITOR OF THE AUSTRALASIAN BEE JOURNAL. 

ee ee ee haere ne of S1x,—With the exception of a very short interval, [ have - ; sche Seca 5 . Rk, —With 2 shor y 

daubing or leaking in ountmns up. Ishould Imagine “had the pleasure of Teiog and looking after two or three 

they would also do capitally for samples ; in fact, hives of bees continuously for the past 30 years. I say 

for that purpose you could almost afford to give pleasure, for to me, who am passionately fond of studying 
them away. insect life, beekeeping has been a real and lasting pleasure, 

* * * though I have had an eye to profit at the same time in the 

st Shi shape of honey for home consumption, Since the first slab 

Errarum.—In my communication for May, page — of honey, cut from my first hive (a straw skep), was laid on 

170, line 6, for “lime water” read “ brine water.” — our breakfast table, we have rarely been without a supply of 
that delicious sweet in the house. I claim to be nothing 

esti aie more than an amateur beekeeper, as the extent of my bee- 

: 4 keeping never got beyond four hives at the’ most, but two or 
Correspondence. Fike ees ee piles for my regular business pursuits 

— = =. prevented me extending my apiary. After getting thus far 

in my letter, you will probably ask yourself what all this is 
{These columns are open for the discussion of all matter leading up to; be patient and I will tell you presently. My 

connected with Apiculture, but the Editor dces not hole straw skep experience was in one of the midland counties of 
himself responsible for the opinions expressed hy his corres- England, but the skep was quickly changed for the Wood- 
pondents, who will please give their name wud address, not ary hive when I came to know the difference, and it was in 

necessarily for publication. When referring is any previous a Woodbury of my own construction that my first swarm was 
communication, please quote month and page.) domiciled in New Zealand, Comb foundation, as we know 

ty ey ey it now, had not at that time been invented, ne oir Aa 

of it until I read a copy of the firs: edition of your Manual. 

NEW SUBSCRIBERS TO THE JOURNAL. Since then my small De has been fixed up in the orthodox 

‘ Seas fashion—Langstroth hives, comb foundation, sections, and 

BOE ED TOR GAIT HERS USERATASIAN) BEE OURNEIS all the other etceteras that go to make up a complete fit out, 
Six,—I am sorry to see by your leader in this month’s and I must remark that I don’t begrudge the outlay for these 
Journal that you haye been working the concern at aloss. appliances, for they have increased the pleasure and the 
This cannot be expected to continue, and therefore those profit of my beekeeping. 
amongst the beekeepers of Australasia who really attach You are no doubt aware that I was a subscriber to the old 
importance to the existence of such an organ for their industry journal conducted by yourselt, and, like many others, was 
as you have furnished them with, must stir themselves a little very sorry when it ceased to exist. It seemed to me that I 
to prevent its possible collapse, If each of your present sub- _ was shut out from the beekeeping world, that I was left to 

scribers can succeed in getting another to subscribe, well and. potter along as best I could, without a chance of learning 

good ; but I confess I feel not too sanguine on that point, what my neighbouring beekeepers were doing, and I can 
Knowing as I do how many people keep bees who will assure you it was with real delight I learned of the advent of 
scarcely give themselves the trouble to read a beé-book ora _ this Journal. 1 now look forward regularly to the coming 

journal, much less tosubscribe for one. Itseemstobexather of the Journal, and should miss it more than ever if anything 

a matter of pride with some that they are too practical to happened to prevent it paying its periodical visits. Iamsure | 
spend their time or money in that way. On the other hand, __ that every intelligent beekeeper must admit your contributors 
I think there are probably few of your present subscribers to be men of good sound reasoning powers, capable of leading 
who would willingly let the Jowrnal die ifthey could prevent _ in all cases of difficulty, and while we can command such 
it at a cost to themselves of much more than double the men, and a medium of communication for learning their 
trifling amount of their subscription, and I would suggest to views, I have no fear of beekeeping in’ this country going 
those who think with me in this matter, that ifthey cannot back upon us. 
easily find you a new subscriber, they can at least themselves You, however, cannot be expected to keep the medium 
subscribe for two copies for the next year, and distribute the going at a loss to yourself, and putting all sentimental feeling 
second copy from time to time amongst non-subscribers, who 0a one side, those interested as a'matter of £. s. d. to them- 
would very possibly be led by that means to become regular Selves must make it pay. It is no use saying I cannot afford 
readers and supporters of the Jowrna/. Please put us, to subscribe; if you ate a beekeeper looking for pleasure or 
Mulvany & Son, down as subscribers for two copies forthe profit from your bees, you will get little of either, unless you 
ensuing year. THos, J. MULVANY. know what is being done by others, and this you cannot know 

Bay View Apiary, Katikati, without a journal... There is‘probably not oneyof us who now 
June 13, 1888. subscribe to the Journal, but’ what, if we try, can secure at 

[It is a very generous act on the part of Mr Mulvany, after least another subseriber, and some. perhaps mete than one: 
gratuitously asthe to make the Journal shetahige and 5 let us all do our best and give the Editor, and propneters 
interesting by contributing the able articles which have ap- the satisfaction of Apo Wne nat their efforts 1 OW f Patt Ae 
peared under his name, to subscribe for a copy that he has no entailing mo;loss nen $DemschiGss ai OnE tees . 
need for. It is more than could have been expected, and it 2 Wischs 
shall not be forgotten by us when the time comes—and we Wasanny 
believe it will—that the Journal is paying its way. We [We have to thank our correspondent for his kind remarks, 
thank him very much, and take this opportunity to thank and we do not doubt that all our old friends will do their 
Mr O. Poole, who also takes a deep interest in the. progress best for the Jowrnal.—Ep.] 
of the Jowrnal.—Ep.] be 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AUSTRALASIAN BEE JOURNAL. NOTES FROM NEW SOUTH WALES. 

SiR, —I feel sure that following your appeal for assistance in 
obtaining new subscribers you will have a large increase to Ee 
your list. After what has been accomplished during the last TO THE EDITOR OF THE AUSTRALASIAN BYE JOURNAL, 

Meal aoe Tal fou kaye odt eons saigietore teh. euitatag Merman canne. PPI oMiatis dey call fay fie beekeepers oe these aa ee eee Pi ane thee. new: initiation into the art of beekeeping, having completed my 

to languish for the want of secrete at sbi hen th a Brstyoieatz at ips business. h cannoh yeasts fh Pepe Ny News aiviclestisacnither aan ihe en ie chaeE vith a successful so far as securing surplus honey is concerned, the 
can Send one tec ee Hi Fei or you. total yield only averaging 3olbs. per hive. But then I have 

a beekeeping friend in the o) id country, so met with adverse circumstances, which I suppose to a greater 
you may send me two copies of the Jowrnal in future, and I oy Jegs degree are inseparable from beginning. In the first 

hope to secure you two new subscribers shortly. —Yours truly, place, the colonies I bought were in all kinds of odd domiciles, 
. O. Poorer, and many of them were of little account, and in the next
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place I lost some through lack of time to give them the while the frame will be held in its place by the stiffer frame- 
proper attention. My best colony gave mea yield of 177lbs., _ work round the wire-cloth, hence they part company. When 
after building out all their combs from strips of foundation, extracting from heavy combs. be careful to turn the extractor 
and enough honey was left in the hive to serve for winter gently at first to lighten the comb a little, then turn the 
food. I may mention that all the surplus honey was secured comb round before you have emptied the first side completely. y, 2 y, Pontes 
during March and April, and some colonies ‘were Mot 9 :peeeemmmmmeee ee 
deprived at all, but all have a good supply for winter ; in 
fact I expect to have to do some extracting in the spring to TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS. ; 
make room for brood. : Sa 

There has been a great rush into the beekeeping ranks in THE Jowrnal is posted to every subscriber on the 
New South Wales of late, and the market has been glutted gay of publication, but should any go astray, we 
with honey for some little time past, consequently the prices au 1 Ft 5 Z Hes He HS ‘dabot 2 th 
are much lower than formerly. From 23d. to 3%4d. seems Will gladly post another copy 1 notified betore the 
to have been about the ruling figures, but‘things appear to ke edition is exhausted. 
improving alittle. The policy of beginners is to rush their Those who have not received the whole of their 
honey into market as soon as secured in any kind of packages, copies in due course please notify us at once. : 
regardless of style or taste. There is a great deal put up in 
pickle bottles, and in thisstyleusedtosclatis. pe. O————_—_—_—_—XS—XSJHa—_—_—aaE=E=S=== 
bottles, but I hear they have lately been sold as low as §s. 6d. a ted bs : 
per dozen, Ihave sold very little yet, and'as I havent very Extracts fronv Soreign Journals, ete. 
much, I shall not trouble about packing it this year, thomgh © ££ io _W_____ 
I am quite certain that tastefully put up honey will command THE DRONE. 
a ready sale, when slovenly packages will lie on hand. No 
doubt a good many of our beginners will drop out of the bee- = ‘ 1 oe 
keeping ranks when they find they are not so successful as CURT OOR Sean ERED NES 
they anticipated. |. DAY IN COURT. 

T see you did not quite understand my communication re [1615.] ‘ Virgil, who, was a great poet, but not 
honey board in the A.B.J. for March. TI have tried the plan enough of a practical beekeeper to know a laying 
and I like it very much, and shall construct all my hives in pice 
future in a similar manher,—Yours truly, from a virgin queen, was the first writer of much 

Rowntree: note to have his fling at me. ‘fo him I was only 
Parramatta, N.S.W. an idle knave, born to consume the fruits of others’ 

[Thirty pounds a hive is not by any means a bad average labours, and deserving no better fate than death, by 
for the first season, considering that you had all the difficul- 1gnOminious expulsion from the industrious com: 
ties of transferring and working up weak stocks to cope with monwealth. Ever since he so grossly libelled me, 
ee start. eh are ae ae loss to understand what you t@ compare one toa drone is the most orthodox 

Sia Soe eae form of denunciation for laziness, gluttony, and 
ass Ts ons ii ss oT sme «iwaatihas. been.called ss general cussedness,’ 

Reports, Now [ am proud to say to this Court, that I can 
disprove every charge brought against me by 

; ; a simply proving that, to the best of my ability, I IT “SOW. : ‘ 
LUNA cniateet Roba tose. fulfil the express object for which I was born. 

My last season was a very successful one. I started Surely no creature ‘can do better than this, and 
in the spring with 25 colonies, increased to 59, and took excuse me for thinking that few men do as well. : 
cepplbs. oO ais ore ae Por Pon CHARGED WITH LAZINESS. 

ere ee Bere NP ohh At? henner, a If any of my enemies had authority to call the 
Gosford, N.S.W., May, 1888. roll of my demerits, he would surely begin by 
[Ib is indeed a good one, and we hope you may be accusing me of being too /azy to gather any honey. 

successtul in disposing of it all at a good price. — Ep, | But an expert in points of this kind could remind 
pees i Ni i himithatdf he: examinés.my proboscis; Hes willsee 

that it is much too short for sipping nectar from the a : sds : ft 
Queries and Replies. opening flowers. 

il sed Zc 3 MAKES NO WAX. 
Query.—Bees building comb over wire.—I wired some Lam free to admit that I make no wax, but even 

frames and only put in starters of foundation, and the bees Cheshire himself, whose microscopes have fairly 
built out the whole of the combs over the wires very satis- turned me inside out, will tell you that I have not 
factorily. Is this uncommon, and are the combs for practical a single wax-secreting gland, and am also without 
purposes as good as if the wires had been embedded in s 4 i 
foundation ?—Rost, Franks, N.S.W. those plastic, trowel-like jaws, which enable the 

REPLY.—It is not new to have bees build over wire, butas Worker-bees to mould the wax into such delicate 
it is not so profitable as supplying them with all the founda- combs. 
tions for their combs, it is not very often practised. We GATHERS NO POLLEN. 
see no reason why such comb should not be of equal value to Now do not insinuate that I might at least em- 
those built on foundation. When wires are exposed at the i i ‘ a ie 1 
base of the cells, the queen will not lay in them, hence such ploy some of my leisure time in gathering pollen. 
combs lose much of their value for breeding purposes, but Can you not see that my thighs have no basket- 
when the wires are covered the combs are all right. like grooves, in wk ich it could be packed, and are 

Query. —Breaking combs in extractor.—While extracting aN cee a ee aa 8 byleviacbithe 
in hot weather I had several combs break from the frames. WOrkers hold tne pollen tn place 
Is this a common occurrence ?-—Rogpt. FRANKS, N.S. W. A€CUSED OF BEING A LAZY COWARD, 

Repty,—It should not be a common occurrence, See No doubt you have often denounced me as a big, 
whether there is any fault in your extractor. ‘The wire cloth hulking coward, that leaves to the women the whole 
against which the comb rests in the extractor should be dat f' the S x i ae 
perfectly flat and rigid ; if it gives ever so little when the SASECE Ot the State. Are +eu not aware nal 
basket is spinning round of course the comb will follow it, have no.sting to fit me for acting on the offensive?
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Would that I had one proportioned to my bulk I merely ask you if you have abe er peices 

only that I might make proof of it upon all'who moon trips among your own people, w ich began 

Biaate me for ae decdingnening spores i pee te a to end only with uncomfort- 

Tam not at all ashamed to admit that Ispendthe able light ones 

most of my time not given to eating, either in sleep- SAVAGE DELIGHT OVER MY DEATH. 

ing, or in what you are pleased to call listless Watesnithe climax of your abuse, what savage 

moping about the hive. Hager scoured (o delight you take in seeing the workers drive me 

yee td iI should! tty to {assume tHe ea from my pleasant home! And how glibly you can 
activity of a worker-bee, I could be nothing better 1 atise over what you call a righteous jadgment 

than a meddlesome busybody, perpetually inter- upon a life spent in gluttony and in glorious ease ! 
fering with the necessary business routine ? I guess Just as if you did not know that the whole economy 

the silly meddler who would put me up to peer of the bee-hive is founded on the strictest principles 

sense ought tore than once to haye”had ‘a oe of utilitarianism. Is not a worker-bee, when disabled 
cloth pinned to his rear, 8 teach him not to bother by any accident, remorselessly dragged out to die, 

the women in their work ! because it can no longer contribute to the general 

MISUNDERSTOOD. good? Even so exalted a personage as the queen- 

I am sorry to number Shakespeare among those mother herself, as soon as it is plain that her 
who have misconceived me; by calling me ‘the fertility is too much’ impaired, she has a writ of 

lazy, yawning drone.’ But-as one of my maligners supersedeas served upon’ her, in favour of one of 

have likened me to Falstaff, I may be allowed to her own daughters. \ 

quote in my own defence what this great braggart, Knowing well the law under which I was born, I 

when accused of cowardice, says of himself to the urge nothing against being put to death when 

Prince ; Was it for me to kill the heir apparent? Shakespeare’s ‘pale executioners deem the day 

Why, thou knowest I am as valiant as Hercules; of my prospective usefulness to be over. Truly the 

but beware instinct ; the lion will not touch the sword of Damocles is suspended over my head, and 

true prince. Instinct is a: great matter; Iwasa from the hour of my birth till that of my death, it 

coward on instinct... I shall think the better of my- ™4y fall at any moment. Many bitters are thus 

self and thee during my life... I for a valiant, lion, mingled with my sweets. : 

and thou for a true prince.’ I lie not, hke the I have time to mention only one more. While I 

false knight, when I say. that what you) call my know that most of the young queens come safely 

laziness is a matter of pure instinct. back from their wedding excursions, I cannot help 

With all your boasted reason youseem tohave sometimes foreboding the worst when I see that no 

entirely overlooked the doctrine of the conservation drone ever returns to tell us of his experience. 

of forces, | You upbraid me, with censuming so APPRECIATED BY BONNER. 

much. of the precious: honey, to. the gathering of I will close my defence by reminding you how 

which I contribute nothing! Well, if, l:made a the good father of the great Scotch beekeeper, 

single uncalled-for motion, would not that necessi- Bonner, showed his appreciation of our persecuted 

tate an extra consumption of food? What better race. [t was his custom to watch every year for 

can I do, then, than to keep as quiet as possible? the first flying drone, Its cheerful bum so filled 

There is nothing cither inside or outside of the hive him with delight, as the happy harbinger of approach- 

which calls for any other line,of conduct until the ing swarms with their generous harvest of luscious 

young queens are on the wing, and as they do sweets, that he called an instant halt on the work of 

not sally forth until long after noon, why should his busy household, and devoted the rest of the day 

I go abroad any earlier? I can assure you that if to holiday feasting. The patron of the drones 

bridal excursions were in order as many hours in ought forever to bear the honoured name of ‘ Saint 

the day as the flowers. secrete honey, no worker Bonner.’ 

would ever be earlier to rise, or later to go to bed, THE DECISION OF THE COURT. 

than myself. Sir Drone:—This Court. having heard your 

MISREPRESENTED. defence, declares it to be a true and manly one, all 

I, an idle, lazy, listless lounger, forsooth ! Does pee Wea en Sau who wk 

any one wish to witness the most perfect embodi- 44. J aoe Hi, ga ite H ny Hye, Mote tee 

ment of indefatigable activily? Let him then look crafty, special pieading. — It only regrets its want of 
3 : * power to punish adequately your slanderers, But. 

at me, when at the proper time, with an eager, im-  3).. 4. worthy fellow ! ae ’ 

petuous rush, and a manly, resonant voice, I sally 1) ty if ee Phan ‘| Ao ath Be uaa io 

from the hive! See with what amazing speed I dase io i aoa a rae A A difficult 

urge, what our old friend, Samuel Wagner, called woe ee ath £0, seen i iN & erat Sele 

my ‘cirewnvolating’ flights! For aught youknow oo. wh: f SOP ie, is Ooo He will 

I may cover greater distances in describing these en those who have been stigmatised as the 

vast circles than the busiest worker in the longest ‘LAZY FATHERS OF THE INDUSTRIOUS HIVE’ 

summer day. ‘There is great need, then, that I will be held in due honour by the world; therefore 
should be abundantly provisioned for such exhaust- console yourself with this bright hope for the 

ing excursions, and it is only a law of nature that future of your race, while you protest againt the lies 

on my return from them all that [ carried out with that have had so many centuries the start of your 
_me should be found to have been used up. Ifyou. true story, that you may well despair, in your short 
taunt me either for the full or the empty stomach,’ lifetime, of ever overtaking them. 1
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MORALS FROM THE DRONE'S PLEA. of all my clothing, . I suppose the process of 
It were easy to draw more than one good moral expansion must have gone on from ‘top to toe,’ 

from the drone’s plea, such as, ‘Do not give evena In less than another half-hour a violent irritation 
dog a bad narre unless you are quite sure he had taken possession of my whole body, resembling, 
deserves it; but the moral which I think at the I may say, what I would suppose to be the result 
present time can hardly help suggesting itself to did one in a state of nudity fall headlong into a 

well. read beekeepers, may be very fairly styled the bed of stinging nettles ; and it was with difficulty 
MORAL OF THE PROFESSOR WILEY SCIENTIFIC- that I could withhold my fingers, and eyen my 

PLEASANTRY Le. thumb-nails, from perpetrating dermatic abrasions 

It is only too well known, to the sorrow of most °P &Yely battebmy body.jdln,a little time. there 
of our large honey-producers, that some. years ago sapeyrence. a bodily agitation which T could not 
Professor H, Wiley, an entomologist in the service of COMtTol, the action of the heart being much 
the Government at Washington, published sub- quickened, and there being also avery threatening 
stantially this statement, viz.: That honey combs, PRN fickpes?, This stage of progress was 
after being manufactured, filled with glucose, and ee by frequently-recurring INCIPIEAE Czas 
sealed over, all by human skill, so micely as to Berane wie by brisk walking about I could 
escape detection, are largely sold as genuine bees’ fi ‘ culty restrain before reaching their most 
honey ; when the bees have had nothing to do with painful degree of tension. The pleasant (!) ex- 
a single step in the whole cheating process... This Petences were parts of the sweets of my honey- 
absolute falsehood having got a good start, as taking for between three and four hours, at the 
coming from a scventific man (?), has widely, at ela eleeay We I became nearly myself, 
forte yulaphierdhgerciuaicedpahe qpabbesacainst, Comes invitation to some extent remained, 
buying the purest honey in the most beautiful and except also that ‘tired nature’s sweet restorer, 
Gan . balmy sleep,’ would have nothing to do with me 

Many times have I heard the above story spoken that night; and so left me the more leisure to ask 
of as either undoubted truth, or have been asked if YOU if you will be kind enough to let your other 
it were not the truth. It has been refuted again readers and-myself know-whether these are common 
and again, and large sums of money have been er of bee stings, and whether, if they are, when 

offered by responsible parties to anyone who will ‘Me wound has been once inflicted, there are any 
produce even a small specimen of such a man-made ¢¢"t@in —. ralbiey acta off.) «I am the! more 
product ; and yet the story is constantly appearing ae ete ee the reply that can be given to these 
in print in America, Europe, and not long ago even Guesions aving last year Bone through the eas 
in Australia, _ It has found its way into a periodical Yas that I have detailed to you from a aes 
of as high repute as the British Bee Fournal, and ae eo ey eae anes eee Onan aclu 
it sometimes seems to have a greater vitality for oe fie Sqismalla/quantityecans also! shorta) cme 
mischief than when it first started on its hurtful # ect the whole mass of the blood as in my case it 
eee apparently does, is something marvellous. —B.D. 

Professor Wiley, when called to account for fabri- oF symptoms which you so graphically describe 
cating such a story, thought it a sufficient excuse ha ortunately for beekeepers, not very erga ee 
that he meant it only as a ‘scventific pleasantry,’ ine ea medical language as! Urticaria, or 
Could anyone wish him a harder task than over his nettle-rash,. ‘and ‘often! follows’ from eating shell! 
own signature to try to stop the march of such an fish, cucumber, mushrooms, etc., as well as from 
inexcusable utterance? Could there be a stronger taking medicines like nux-vomica, turpentine, etc. 
condemnation of his conduct in this matter than Tits also eased By the bites of insects like gnats, 
the words of Holy Writ?—‘As a madman who Of, as) ep yourcase|#by: the isting) a TBcOns Nye 
casteth firebrands, arrows and death, so is the man —— ov you to try carbolic acid on the 
tHat deceiveth his neighbour, and saith, Am I not rie, , but it must be applied at once. If, 
in sport?” (Prov. xvi. 18, 19.) —L. L. Lancsrrorn, AOWevers this is not done, or if in spite of it the 

Dayton, Ohio, March 8th. nettle-rash’ appears, sponge the parts affected 
with the following lotion :— 

Oiteietsit aio Cie R, Glycerini ... bey ee One ounce 
Liq. Plumbi Diacet ... he ‘Two drachms 

EFFECTS OF STINGS. Sp. Reet. 0. Fe tt Four drachms 
Aque ad... =a 58.8 Eight ounces 

eis Saat —Ep. British Bee Journal, | { 

Last evening, at the outsetoof the operation hua 
removing some sections from one of my hives, I Gtene LOT OF 2tx. SECTIONS FOR SALE, 
received a sting on my left wrist owing to the coat- CHEAP. 

sleeve having risen above sore too short-topped —*rwenty-seven sets (750) 5} x 61 2b. Dove-tailed Sections, 
gloves I was wearing. The sting was at once care- Kposetios te perionn Ee Srotone Ip one lot at ies 
fully withdrawn, and I proceeded with my work, Packing free. 
avoiding any rubbing or pressing on the wound. HOPKINS. HAYR & CO. 
In less than half-an-hour.I became. conscious that oro! DanOIvO? qT POR as OlOns 
my feet had grown too large for my shoes, and that M® aaa fehponere Phas beta a eRe 

my upper lip had swollen and become rigid, and, keeping either in town or country. For terms, &e., 
from the feeling I had, that I should be much apply to 0. Pootr, c/o Hopkins, Hayr & Co., 13 
more comfortable than I was could I be divested Queen-street, Auckland.
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Dy kh Bi AC CE ae Is. FOR NOTHING Is. | F ae 
To every BEEKEEPER in Aue praginee, beyond 10 miles Owing to my leaving for England at an early 

Cut this out, enclose a stamped envelope with your date, I wish to dispose of the following goods :— 

address, and you will receive 1s. IN,,GOODS by return 70 complete 2-story Langstroth Hives, in flat. 
ost. Ais - 5 

i This is to settle a dispute between Mr Hopkins and 1 “Given” Foundation Press, very little 

myself. He says it pays to advertise : I say it does not. used, £9. 

NOT AVAILABLE A SECOND TIME. 300 square feet Queen Cage Wire Cloth, 23d 

1 see a per foot. 

a; \. V LACHLAN : 6 B. and H. Uncapping Knives,’ 3s 6d. 

+ 5 Queen and Drone Excluders, Alley’s, 2s 6d, 

DRAPHR 80 Drone Exeluders, 3d. 

, te Ee a ne 
meen Hye ee 5 & rien The hives will be sold in lots, not less than 1 

IMPROVED package of four at 6s per hive; for 3 or more 

packages, 5s 6d per hive 

] ANGSTROT H B EEHIVES All goods packed and delivered in Auckland. 

act Mu L. PERRET, 
Care of Hopkins, Hayr & Co. 

SMOKERS, COMB-FOUNDATION, EXTRACTORS, —————— 

AND EVERY REQUISITE FOR THE APIARY. 

ae Coppersmiths, Gasfitters 
T. G. BRICKELL HOUSE and SHIP PLUMBERS. 

xy 2 
BATH STREET, DUNEDIN. | 71, ZiNC, and IRON-PLATE WORKERS. 

My patent device for reversing frames is easily fixed on 

fraines aiready filled with comb requires ao alteration ot SPECIALTY 
hives or frames, and gives universai satisfaction 

Having imported machinery for making al] kinds of 

HONEY and JAM TINS we are prepared to suppiy these 

articles at the LOWEST PRICE tm any quantity 

Fa ARP ONG AE MACATION: Took FIRST PRIZE at the Exhibition for Honey Tins 

mf CASH BUYER OF BEESWAX. 

eee hn NEAR THE DOCK 
TELEPHONE No. 370.) [TELEPHONE No, 370. 

* QUEEN STREET (apsorstya Ramway Station) 

7 ” AN elie an 
AuckLanp, New ZeALAND. AUCKTA 

The above Hotel is one of ie largest in _the City of kG GS FOR H ATCHING 

Auckland, and for the accommodation of families and 

travellers is unsurpassed. From my WYANDOTTES. 

HOT, COLD, AND. SHOWER BATHS. Including Imported and First Prize Birds 
Tram Terminus and Busses to all parts of the City and (2 strains), Auckland Poultry Show, 1887. £1 for 

Suburbs: 13 eggs. F. STEPHENS, 136 Queen Street 
G, I. PANTER, Proprretor. Auckland.
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G CAM PBET Ty | 224ox REMOVAL. . > | —— he 

W. E. MEARS, 

TAILOR, Bookseller, Stationer, & Music Seller, 
198, QUEEN STREET, AUCKLAND, 

Ly Tm i n Wishes to inform his customers and the public that he has I i iz f at | 8 225 QUEEN STREET, BEE MOVEED "ig Novy and owe, Commodigus Premio Ave 
Co.’s Warehouse, where he will be glad to see all his old 

CKLAND. customers and as many new onesas will favour him witha call, 

ae : A Choice Stock of Books, Music & Stationery kept. 
bas i 5 i : BOOKS, MUSIC, STATIONERY. 
First Eight Hours’ Roller Millis | tase remember xew Aaaress 

216, QUEEN STREET (5 doors below Wellesley Street). 
Ji Co FIRTH...) os. |)... PROPRIETOR. Ww. E MEARS, 

ug ce || oes BOOKSmEnED) STATIONEE, AND MusIO) Saray aa 
By a combination of mechanical and scientific appliances, Mr | B ONEDUST! B ONEDUST! 

J. C. Frrru has produced at his | J.C.E. J.B. 

EIGHT HOURS’ ROLLER MILLS The undersigned has for sale—50 tons of Ellis’s well-known 
J.C.E. brand of Neweastle Bonedust, in lots to suit purchasers. 

A PLEASANT AND WHOLESOME BREAKFAST } tron park Timber, Spokes, Shafts, ete. inlany quantities, 
FQOD AS PORRIDGE, M. V. HURLEY, 7, Queen-street. 

“GERMINA” | at Lanny Ip i 7 / TV fee: SCOTT PRINTING COMPANY 
ars » | HIGH STREET and VULCAN LANE, 
AAEM | AUCKLAND. 

BASY OF DIGESTION, | GENERAL’ JOBBING PRINTERS 

er SoniaskRtTeene BILLHEADS, MEMOS, CIRCULARS, 
’ ; : | PRICE LISTS, ,. CARDS, Ere. Bre. 

Bone and Flesh-Producing Qualities. BSTIMATES GIVEN. 
=——S | H. H. HAYR & Co., Proprietors, 

epodtrom the Heating and Flatulent. Properties | |~—______. 1. a. . 95 sc ane 

Ineidental to OATMEAL. | IN OVE LG 

For PUDDINGS it is unsurpassed, if even equalled by RICE, | The undermentioned works are not mentioned in our 
SAGO, or CORNFLOUR | new Catalogue, owing to delay in their arrival :— 

SS ad : | Cowan’s ‘British Beekeepers’ Guide Book,’ post free 2s 4d 
j This admirable Simmins’ ‘Method of Direct Queen Introduction,’ post free 1s 2d 

MOG TOR, WOUANG IWAN, DiunQ LoD) [A 8 <0 0 forGons sf OBKRINS SHAME SOT 

Is NOW ee MARKET. | F. STEPHENS 

In 10-Ib. Bags, of all Dealers. | 

KIDD & WILDMAN Boot and Shoe Manufacturer 
} | 

Booksellers ¢Fancy Stationers | 
¢ THY a Van 

CP TD 136 QUEEN STREET 
ENGLISH, AMERICAN, and COLONIAL 

PERIODICALS SUPPLIED. | 

ao | AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND: 

COUNTRY ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO, —————— ree 

PRINTED for the Proprietors and Publishers, HopKins, HAYR, 

| Baas Burs, Ot agshiand He ie Erinn Utics, Supa 
VICTORIA ARCADE, AUCKLAND. |, Street, Auckland, July, 1888, é ;
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